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11 ABSTRACT: We investigate the relationship between the inherent secondary
12 structure and aggregation propensity of peptides containing chameleon
13 sequences (i.e., sequences that can adopt either α or β structure depending
14 on context) using a combination of replica exchange molecular dynamics
15 simulations, ion-mobility mass spectrometry, circular dichroism, and trans-
16 mission electron microscopy. We focus on an eight-residue long chameleon
17 sequence that can adopt an α-helical structure in the context of the iron-binding
18 protein from Bacillus anthracis (PDB id 1JIG) and a β-strand in the context of
19 the baculovirus P35 protein (PDB id 1P35). We show that the isolated
20 chameleon sequence is intrinsically disordered, interconverting between α-
21 helical and β-rich conformations. The inherent conformational plasticity of the
22 sequence can be constrained by addition of flanking residues with a given
23 secondary structure propensity. Intriguingly, we show that the chameleon
24 sequence with helical flanking residues aggregates rapidly into fibrils, whereas the chameleon sequence with flanking residues that
25 favor β-conformations has weak aggregation propensity. This work sheds new insights into the possible role of α-helical
26 intermediates in fibril formation.

27 ■ INTRODUCTION

28 The secondary structure propensity of amino acids in a given
29 sequence plays a central role in dictating the overall topology of
30 the protein. Among the most important secondary structure
31 elements are the α-helix and the β-sheet. These two types of
32 structures are often mutually exclusive; a peptide sequence that
33 favors an α-helix is unlikely to adopt β-sheet structure (either β-
34 strand or β-hairpin) under the same experimental condition.
35 However, there are some exceptions. The term “chameleon
36 sequence” was first defined by Kabsch and Sander for
37 sequences that can fold into either an α-helical structure or a
38 β-sheet/strand structure.1 They identified an 11-residue long
39 sequence that adopts an α-helix when placed in one position of
40 the IgG-binding domain of a protein and a β-sheet when it is in
41 another position.2 Secondary structure conversion between an
42 α-helix and a β-structure in chameleon sequences has been
43 induced by sequence mutations,3,4 ligand binding,5 and pH
44 changes.6 Subsequent studies based on an analysis of structures
45 deposited in the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/)
46 uncovered additional six-residue, seven-residue, and eight-
47 residue long sequences.7−10 These can adopt an α-helix
48 structure in one protein and β-structure (strand, sheet, or
49 hairpin) in the context of other proteins.

50The chameleon sequences are valuable for investigating the
51relationship between inherent α-helix and β-strand propensity
52and protein self-assembly, as previous research has suggested
53that α-helix/β-strand “discordant” sequences are essential for
54amyloid fibril formation.11 The process of protein aggregation
55into amyloid fibrils is strongly correlated with diseases,
56including Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Huntington’s, and type II
57diabetes.12−16 Early work established that sequences with high
58β-sheet propensity can nucleate amyloid fibrils,17−19 but that
59only specific types of β-sheets can grow into amyloid
60fibrils.20−24 For example, Hoyer et al. showed that constraining
61the monomeric Alzheimer’s amyloid β (Aβ) peptides into β-
62hairpin structure inhibited fibril formation.21 Larini et al.20 and
63Bleiholder et al.25 further emphasized the need for a dynamic β-
64hairpin structure in their studies and showed that the
65aggregation of toxic Aβ(25−35) fragments is initiated by a
66conformational transition from β-hairpin monomers to β-strand
67oligomers. In addition, recent studies point to a role of α-helix-
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68 rich intermediates in the early stages of the aggregation.26−39

69 Because many aggregating peptides are amphipathic and
70 intrinsically disordered, it is very challenging to elucidate the
71 role of specific secondary structure in promoting fibril
72 assembly. Here, we use chameleon sequence containing
73 peptides to study the fibril formation propensities of β-hairpin
74 and α-helix structures.
75 The paper is structured as followed. We first investigate the
76 intrinsic conformational properties of an isolated chameleon
77 sequence, VLYVKLHN, using replica exchange molecular
78 dynamics (REMD) simulations. We then consider this
79 sequence in the context of a protein in which it forms and α-
80 helical structure (residues 8−31 of PDB 1JIG40) or β-strand
81 structure (residues 263−286 of PDB 1P3541). We refer to the
82 original 8 amino-acid long chameleon sequence as HS (helix/
83 strand), and the two larger 24-residue constructs as HS-α and
84 HS-β. All sequences and their structures in their cognate

f1 85 proteins are shown in Figure 1. The structure and aggregation

86 of these peptides are studied computationally, as well as
87 through ion-mobility mass spectrometry (IM-MS), trans-
88 mission electron microscopy (TEM) and circular dichroism.
89 Finally, we perform point mutations in the flanking sequences
90 of HS-α and HS-β to further investigate computationally and
91 experimentally the effect of environment in modulating the
92 secondary structure of the chameleon sequence.

93 ■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
94 Models. The HS sequence (chameleon-HS sequence as an
95 isolated fragment) is VLYVKLHN. We further considered the
96 two sequences, HS-α and HS-β shown in Figure 1, to
97 investigate how flanking residues affect folding tendencies.
98 The length of residues added to the HS sequence is long
99 enough to include at least one secondary structure unit, i.e., an
100 α-helix, and two complementary β-strands or β-sheet/hairpin
101 (see Figure 1). In addition, a second chameleon sequence, the
102 seven-residue long chameleon-HE (Helix and shEet) sequence,
103 RVQDNIV, was studied, as described in the Supporting
104 Information).
105 Molecular Modeling. To enhance sampling in the
106 molecular dynamics simulations, the REMD method43 is
107 used. It is performed by running a set of independent
108 simulations at different temperatures and exchanges determined
109 by the Metropolis criterion in each period of time. REMD has

110been known to be an efficient sampling method44 and has been
111applied successfully to α-helical peptides,34,45,46 β-sheet
112peptides,47 β-hairpin peptides,48 small proteins49 and amyloid
113assembly.20,50−54 The temperature-based REMD method,
114which allows enhanced conformational sampling, is a suitable
115tool for studying the structural plasticity of the isolated
116chameleon sequence HS and the factors that induce chameleon
117sequences to fold into an α-helix conformation in HS-α and a
118β-hairpin in HS-β. Details about simulation parameters and
119settings can be found in Supporting Information section S1.
120Ion-mobility mass spectrometry. Ion-mobility based
121mass spectrometry (IM-MS) was utilized to measure the
122collision cross sections of monomers of HS-α and HS-β
123peptides. The experimental values were compared to theoretical
124cross sections of structures obtained from simulations. Here,
125the ions are generated by nanoelectrospray, captured by a
126capillary, transferred to an ion funnel, gently desolvated,
127trapped and pulsed into a drift cell filled with helium gas. The
128ion packet is pulled through the cell by a weak electric field,
129exits the cell, is mass-selected and detected. The mass filter can
130be set to select a certain value of m/z and an arrival time
131distribution measured, with t = 0 set by the pulse into the cell
132and t = tA when the ions arrive at the detector. By varying the
133voltage across the cell at constant cell pressure very accurate
134values of the reduced K0, can be obtained. These values can be
135transformed into collision cross sections using a well
136established kinetic theory relationship.55 If mass spectra are
137desired, the ions are continuously transmitted from the ion
138funnel to the drift cell. In the experiments described here two
139separated drift cell IM-MS were used; one with a short (5 cm)
140drift cell56 and one with a much longer cell (2 m).57 The latter
141instrument has much higher resolution and because of the
142design of its source it very gently transfers the ions from the
143nanoelectrospray droplets to the drift cell. This is important in
144order to retain solution-like structures for cross section
145determinantion.58−62

146Transmission Electron Microscopy and Circular
147Dichroism. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images
148were taken at t = 0 and t = 480 h using a JEOL 1200 EX
149transmission electron microscope with an accelerating voltage
150of 80 kV. Circular dichroism spectra were taken using an Aviv
151circular dichroism spectrometer model 202 (Instruments Inc.)
152and a J-810 spectropolarimeter (JASCO, Tokyo, Japan) for
153time-course studies. Detailed experimental procedures are
154described in Supporting Information sections S1.3 and S1.4.

155■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
156The Chameleon Sequence Samples Both α-Helical
157and β-Conformations. The Potential Mean Force (PMF) of
158the isolated chameleon-HS sequence fragment is shown in
159 f2Figure 2 as a function of the RMSD from the reference helical
160structure and the reference strand structure, as described in the
161figure captions. From this plot, it is apparent that the peptide
162samples helical, strand and coil conformations. From the α-
163helix region to the β-strand region, the potential well depth
164(estimated from the PMF) varied by only about 0.5 kcal/mol.
165Hence the conversion between α and β secondary structures,
166through the random coil, can occur quite readily. An α-helix
167structure with six residues participating in helix formation, as
168calculated by DSSP,63 was populated in 33.3% of the total
169structures (see Figure 2(a)) with an RMSD from the reference
170α-helix structure of 0.201 Å. A single-turn α-helix comprising
171four residues was populated only in 6.8% of the total structures

Figure 1. Chameleon-HS sequence VLYVKLHN (red) in 1JIG (α-
helix) and in 1P35 (β-strand). The sequence fragments extracted from
the original PDB structure are shown in the dotted boxes: the HS-α
sequence (chameleon sequence with α-helix conformation) and the
HS-β sequence (chameleon sequence with β-strand conformation) are
highlighted in red. The flanking residues are shown in blue, with the
original chameleon sequence in red. The figure was prepared by
VMD.42
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172 (see Figure 2(d)). The coil-like structure (b) in Figure 2 had no
173 helical content and had an occurrence frequency of 14.2%.
174 Finally, an extended β-strand structure with occurrence
175 frequency of 14.0% was observed that had an RMSD from
176 the reference β structure of 0.734 Å. The higher propensity for
177 helical structure over strand structure can be attributed to the
178 relative ease of forming an isolated helix (as opposed to a
179 strand that is stabilized in the context of the protein by a
180 complementary strand). The chameleon-HS sequence has no
181 charged residues other than one lysine, so it cannot have an
182 intermediate structure having a salt bridge53 in transit between
183 α-helices (Figure 2(a)), random-coils (Figure 2(b)), and fully
184 stretched structures (Figure 2(c)). It is interesting to note that
185 statistical analyses of structures in the PDB,8−10 show that Val,
186 Leu, Ile and Ala (amino acids with either strong helical or β-
187 propensities) occur frequently in chameleon sequences, while
188 Cys, His, Met, Pro and Trp amino acids (helix breakers,
189 disulfide bond formers, or amino acids with “neutral” secondary
190 structure propensities) are less frequent. For our particular
191 peptide (VLYVKLHN), the two Val residues present in the
192 sequence lend α-helix propensity while the two Leu residues
193 favor a β-fold, the combination of both leading to the
194 “frustrated” nature of this sequence, and its ability to populate
195 both helical and strand structures.
196 Flanking Residues Induce Chameleon Sequences To
197 Favor One Type of Secondary Structures. Having
198 established computationally that the isolated HS fragment can
199 populate both helical and β-conformations, we now turn to the
200 effect of flanking sequences on conformation. We first consider
201 the flanking residues that are present in the context of the full
202 length proteins 1JIG (in which the HS sequence adopts an α-
203 helix) and 1P35 (in which the peptide adopts a β-strand). The
204 HS-α sequence was seen to fold predominantly into an α-helix

f3 205 (population 89.7%), as shown in the PMF in Figure 3A. The
206 helical content (i.e., the number of residues in an α-helix)
207 calculated by the DSSP program63 ranged from 20 to 22 (56%
208 for 22, 12% for 21, and 32% for 20). Reference structure helical

209content from the PDB is 24. The overlay of the simulation and
210PDB structures is shown in (a) in Figure 3A. The lowest
211RMSD from the reference α-helix PDB structure to the
212structures in region (a) in Figure 3A is 2.31 Å. The discrepancy
213arises from fraying in the terminal regions of HS-α. These ends
214are stabilized in the context of the full protein. No other
215significantly populated basin emerges from the PMF or
216clustering analysis.
217The HS-β sequence, in turn, folded into the β-strand
218secondary structure as shown in the PMF in Figure 3B. All
219significantly populated basins consisted of β-hairpin structures.
220The most populated structure (34.7%) in Figure 3B is centroid
221(a), which comprises β-strand content (i.e., the number of
222residues in β-strand) ranging from 14 to 20. Reference structure
223β-strand content from the PDB is 18. The second most
224populated centroid (23.2%) exhibits a β-strand content of 8−14
225(centroid (b)). Two other centroids were populated at levels of
22620.7% (Figure 3B(c)) and 11.2% (Figure 3B(d)), respectively.
227The structures in each of the basins in the PMF had the same
228overall β-fold, but the radii of gyration differed because of

Figure 2. PMF landscape of the chameleon-HS sequence fragment
along with the result of cluster analysis. The X-axis of the PMF graph is
the RMSD (nm) from the reference α-helix fragment of the protein
(shown in red color), PDB id = 1JIG, and the Y-axis of the PMF graph
is the RMSD (nm) from the reference β-strand fragment of the
protein (shown in blue), PDB id = 1P35. Each of the (a), (b), (c), and
(d) structures reflected the lowest RMSD structure from each
centroid, ordered by population (indicated as a percentage next to
the letter label).

Figure 3. (A) PMF landscape of the chameleon- HS-α sequence
fragment along with the result of cluster analysis. The X-axis of the
PMF graph is the radius of gyration, Rg (nm), and the Y-axis of the
PMF graph is the RMSD (nm) from the reference α-helix fragment of
the protein, PDB id = 1JIG. The structure (a) reflected the lowest
RMSD structure from each centroid, ordered by population. The red
ribbon structure indicates the reference α-helix structure. (B) PMF
landscape of the chameleon-HS-β sequence fragment along with the
result of cluster analysis. The X-axis of the PMF graph is the radius of
gyration, Rg (nm), and the Y-axis of the PMF graph is the RMSD (nm)
from the reference β-strand fragment of the protein, PDB id = 1P35.
Each of the (a), (b), (c), and (d) structures reflected the lowest RMSD
structure from each centroid, ordered by population. The blue ribbon
structure indicates the reference β-strand structure. All ribbon
structures were prepared using VMD.42 The energy unit on this
PMF landscape is kcal/mol.
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229 fraying in the N- and C-terminal regions. The lowest RMSD
230 from the reference β-strand PDB structure to the structures in
231 region (a) in Figure 3B is 2.37 Å. No structures with helical
232 content were observed during the last 50 ns of the REMD
233 simulations.
234 Although each peptide sequence possesses an instrinsic
235 secondary structure propensity, adding flanking residues to this
236 sequence may introduce allosteric effects (due to changes in
237 intrachain hydrogen bonding networks, hydrophobicity, etc.),
238 affecting the overall secondary structure. Here, we find that
239 adding residues from the reference α-helix structure to the head
240 and tail of the HS chameleon sequence dramatically increased
241 the frequency of α-helix conformations (Figure 3A). Similarly,
242 adding to the tail of the chameleon-HS the flanking residues
243 found in the PDB structure in which the segment has β-content
244 restricts the folding pathway to predominantly β-strand
245 conformations (Figure 3B).
246 As shown in the Supporting Information section S2.2, a
247 second sequence studied, the chameleon-HE sequence which
248 has a weaker helix propensity (Arg and Gln replace Ala and Leu
249 residues), also behaves similarly to the chameleon-HS
250 sequence. It forms only α-helix conformations upon addition
251 of capping residues stemming from the original PDB structure
252 that led to helix formation in the context of the protein (i.e., the
253 HE-α sequence; see Figure S4A). The chameleon-HE has
254 stronger β-sheet propensity than the chameleon-HS sequence
255 due to the presence of three residues with strong β-sheet
256 propensity. It formed β-sheet and hairpin structures when β-
257 favoring flanking residues were added (see Figure S4B). Results
258 obtained from REMD simulations demonstrate strong
259 competition among secondary structures in these peptides
260 and the crucial roles of residue contexts in altering the

f4 261 secondary structure equilibria. Figure 4 illustrates the
262 competition between α-helix and β-sheet in HS, HS-α, and
263 HS- β peptides.
264 To further probe the dependence of secondary structure
265 propensity on residue contexts, we performed point mutations

f5 266 on HS-α and HS-β to alter the secondary structure preference

267 f5(see Figure 5A). The data for mutations performed on the HE-
268α and HE-β sequences are shown, in the Supporting
269Information
270We construct the HSα → β peptide (Helix-Sheet chameleon
271sequence with Helical context mutated to β) by mutating the
272second, fifth, ninth, tenth and twelfth residues (i.e., residues
273with weak β-sheet propensity) from HS-α into Val residues (a
274residue with high β-sheet propensity). The potential of mean
275force is shown in Figure 5B. The HSα → β’s helical structures
276were negligible (<4%) in the last 50 ns of the 250 ns REMD
277simulation, and structures primarily adopted either two strands
278(centroid (b) with 21.8% population and centroid (d) with
2798.9% population in Figure 5B) or three strands (centroids (a)
28056.8% (most populated) and (c) 10.2% populated). β-Strand
281contents calculated by the DSSP program ranged from 14 to
28222.
283Similarly, we constructed the HSβ → α (Helix-Sheet
284chameleon sequence and Sheet context mutated to Helix)
285sequence by mutating the second, third, fourth, seventh, eighth,
28623rd, and 24th residues HS-β into Leu residues. The
287population of HSβ → α’s β-strand structures was reduced to
28833.5% vs 89.8% from the original HSβ sequence. The single β-
289rich centroid found had three strands (Figure 5C(a)). Two new
290helical clusters induced by the point mutations consisted of
291either one α-helix (centroid (b) with population 29.2%) or two
292α-helices (centroid (c) with 11.9% population, in Figure 5C).
293α-helix contents ranged from 18 to 22.
294HS-α and HS-β Aggregate through Different Path-
295ways. We also investigated the aggregation propensity of HS-β
296and HS-α peptides using TEM to examine the structures
297present initially, and after incubation for 3−4 weeks.
298Interestingly, HS-α forms fibrils at t = 0 while HS-β forms
299 f6curved worm-like aggregates, but no straight fibrils (see Figure
300 f66). By the end of the aggregation time-course, we did not
301observe fibrils for HS-α, likely due to precipitation or adhesion
302to the cuvette wall. The structures formed by HS-β remained
303essentially unchanged throughout the time course.

Figure 4. Schematic of secondary structure equilibria in chameleon-HS, HS-α, and HS-β obtained from REMD simulations showing the strong
competition among α-helix, random coil, and β-sheet structures.
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f7 304 Time-course CD studies suggest that HS-β (Figure 7, left
305 panel) is initially unstructured (minimum at 198 nm). The
306 peptide monomer and oligomers display increasing regular β-
307 structure over the course of 20 days (480 h), as evidenced by
308 the broad minimum ranging between 200 and 214 nm. HS-α
309 monomer and oligomers (Figure 7, right panel), on the other
310 hand, adopt mainly α-helical conformations over a 20-day time
311 course. HS-α starts out partially unstructured, as indicated by
312 molar ellipticity minima at 200 and 217 nm. During the course
313 of aggregation, noncoil secondary structure elements increase
314 in frequency, as shown by a rise in molar ellipticity at 200 nm
315 (i.e., more α-helical) and a concomitant decrease in molar
316 ellipticity at 206 and 216 nm, indicating a few mixed α/β
317 oligomer structures after 20 days.
318 Additional secondary structure analysis using the KD2
319 method on the 48-h incubated peptides was also performed.

320In HS-β, the β-structure population is about 50% of the total,
321whereas the α-helix population is only half of that (Figure S6,
322top panel). For HS-α peptides, the α-helices are 60% of the
323total population, and their β-hairpin counterparts are only 8−
32412% (Figure S6 and Table S1).
325Ion-Mobility Experiments. We performed IM experi-
326ments to (1) determine the collision cross sections of HS-α and
327HS-β monomers (for comparison with cross sections obtained
328from the REMD calculations of these peptides); and (2)
329evaluate the time-dependent aggregation of both peptides (for
330comparison with TEM results).
331The mass spectra are simple for both HS-α and HS-β with
332 f8results in acetate buffer shown in Figure 8, panels A and B from
333instrument 1. The z = +3 charge state is dominant for both
334species. The ATDs for the z = +3 charge states are given in
335panels C and D of Figure 8 with the peptide cross sections
336noted on the features. Both ATDs appear bimodal. The longer
337time feature is due to the solution (dehydrated) structure, and
338the shorter time feature is due to the gas phase structure. This
339biomodality is often observed for peptides in this size range
340since solution-to-gas phase structural transition barriers are low
341enough for both structures to be observed.64

342The data for averaged cross sections of charge states z = +3
343and +4 (Supporting Information Figures S7 and S9) are
344 t1tabulated in Table 1 and compared with cross sections
345calculated from the modeling studies discussed earlier. The
346model structures were first “dehydrated”64 before cross sections
347were determined using the trajectory65,66 and PSA algo-
348rithms.67,68 In general, the agreement between experiment
349and theory is good, with computationally derived cross sections
350∼3−5% larger than those determined experimentally. There is
351also good agreement in the relative values, as the HS-α
352experimental cross sections are about 2% greater than the
353experimental HS-β cross sections while for theory HS-α is
354about 1% greater than HS-β. These systematic agreements
355provide important support for the theoretical structures
356presented in Figure 3.
357Mass spectra taken using a prototype Q-TOF instrument69 at
358 f9t = 0 and t = 2 weeks are given in Figure 9 for both HS-α and
359HS-β. In HS-α the presence of unresolved high mass aggregates
360is obvious even at earliest times. The spectrum changes little
361after 2 weeks indicating a quasi steady state has been reached
362between the aggregates and monomer species. The situation is
363much different for HS-β. At early times similar monomer peaks

Figure 5. (A) Four chameleon-HS sequence fragments, chameleon-
HS-α, chameleon-HSα→ β, chameleon-HS-β, and chameleon-HSβ→
α, are shown with black (flanking residues), red (chameleon), and
cyan (mutation) colors. (B) PMF landscape of the chameleon-HSα →
β sequence fragment along with the result of cluster analysis. The X-
axis of the PMF graph is the radius of gyration, Rg (nm), and the Y-axis
of the PMF graph is the RMSD (nm) from the reference α-helix
fragment of the protein, PDB id = 1JIG. Each of the (a), (b), (c), and
(d) structures reflected the highest populations indicated above. The
red ribbon structure indicates the reference α-helix structure. (C) PMF
landscape of the chameleon-HSβ → α sequence fragment along with
the result of cluster analysis. The X-axis of the PMF graph is the radius
of gyration, Rg, and the Y-axis of the PMF graph is the RMSD from the
reference β-strand fragment of the protein, PDB id = 1P35. Each of the
(a), (b), and (c) structures reflected the highest populations indicated
above. The blue ribbon structure indicates the reference β-strand
structure. All ribbon structures were prepared using VMD.42 The
energy unit on this PMF landscape is kcal/mol.

Figure 6. Representative TEM images of 150 μM (A) HS-α and (B)
HS-β in 20 mM ammonium acetate buffer (pH = 7) obtained at t = 0.
HS-α forms predominantly fibrils whereas HS-β forms curved worm-
like aggregates. Scale bars are 0.2 μm.
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364
are observed as for HS-α (i.e., charge state z = +3 is dominant

365
along with z = +4 and +2 charge states being observed).

366
However, after 2 weeks no high mass aggregates are observed,

367
only the presence of smaller oligomers (n/z = 2/3, 2/5, 4/5, 4/

368
7, etc.). Hence while some amyloid fibrils may have been

369 formed, as suggested by the TEM data in Figure 6, their rate of

370formation and overall propensity is much less than observed for
371HS-α.
372It is interesting to note that HS-α aggregates more readily

373than HS-β. While this may appear surprising at first glance,

374there are several reports in the literature, both experimen-

375tal27,29,30,70,71 and theoretical,36,53,72 of accumulation of helical
376intermediates en route to aggregation. The presence of such

Figure 7. Time-course CD spectra of HS-β and HS-α in 20 mM ammonium acetate buffer. Different colors are used to annotate the spectra
collected at different time points (e.g., T072 is the spectrum collected at t = 72 h).

Figure 8. (A, B) ESI-quadrupole mass spectra of 200 μM HS-α and HS-β in 20 mM ammonium acetate buffer. (C, D) Representative ATDs of n/z
= 1/3 mass spectral peaks where n is the oligomer size and z is the charge. The experimental cross sections σ are shown.
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377 intermediates has been observed in a number of intrinsically
378 disordered peptides implicated in amyloid diseases, including
379 the Aβ peptide,33,73 IAPP,34,74 insulin59 and Tau,29 as well as in
380 the aggregation of functional β-rich aggregates, such as silk.75

381 Formation of helical rich intermediates may be a means of
382 accumulating a critical concentration of peptides that can then
383 rearrange into β-sheet structure to form fibrils.76 This process
384 could be further facilitated in the cell by the presence of
385 surfaces such as membranes.34,77,78 Helical-promoting solvents
386 such as HFIP are routinely used in vitro aggregation
387 experiments and have been shown to promote aggregation
388 when present at moderate concentrations.79 Osmolytes such as
389 TMAO can also promote helical structure and accelerate fibril
390 formation, as was seen for a fragment of Tau and Aβ.53,80 Of
391 note, fibrils that form through helical intermediates do not

392necessarily result in β-rich amyloid fibrils, but can form helical
393fibrils, as is the case for the aggregation of the Apolipoprotein
394A-1 mimetic peptide.27,32 The CD data collected here show
395that the HS-α peptide gains helical structure as aggregation
396proceeds. It is difficult to unambiguously state whether the
397fibrils seen in experiment are helical or sheet, or a mixture of
398both.
399Aggregation via helical intermediates is just one possible
400means by which β-rich aggregates can form. Another viable
401pathway would involve population of an aggregate prone β-rich
402conformer that would catalyze the formation of β-sheets. This
403mechanism has been supported by computational20,81 and
404experimental studies.18,82 Formation of amyloid fibrils from
405peptides that adopt β-hairpins as monomer (such as HS-β)
406requires a certainly structural plasticity of the monomer, as
407overly stable hairpins will inhibit amyloid fibril formation. This
408was nicely shown in experiments on the Aβ peptide in which an
409artificial stabilized β-hairpin structure lead to off-pathway
410oliogmers.21 Our simulations on the Aβ(25−35) peptide, a
411strongly aggregating fragment of Aβ, confirmed this picture by
412showing that a transition from β-hairpin to extended strand is
413required in order for fibrilization to proceed.20 Hence, while β-
414hairpins are possible candidates for fibril formation, they must
415possess the ability to readily extend in order to form fibrils. The
416CD data (Figure 7) shows that the monomer of HS-β is already
417enriched in β-content, and that β-sheet content increases over
418the 20-day window in which aggregation was monitored. The
419resulting wormlike fibrils are therefore likely β-sheet rich
420amyloid-like fibrils (or protofibrils). We do not see significant

Table 1. Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Cross
Sections for HS-α and HS-βa

Experimentb Theoryc

Peptide +4 +3 Sc Ld

HS-α 596 589 612 n/a
HS-β 585 574 607 618

aAll units are in Å2. bThe cross sections are averages of results from
instruments 1 and 2 and have uncertainties of less than 1%. cS results
are average cross sections from the smaller radius of gyration
distribution. dL results are average cross sections from the larger
radius of gyration distribution. For HS-α essentially all structures
occupy the same potential well (see Figure 3A).

Figure 9. Time course ESI-TOF mass spectra of 200 μM HS-α (left) and HS-β (right) in 20 mM ammonium acetate buffer obtained at t = 0 and 2
weeks. The mass spectral peaks are annotated by their n/z ratios where n is the oligomer number and z is the charge.
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421 evidence of helical intermediates. The transition from β-hairpin
422 to a more extended aggregation prone structure does not
423 appear to proceed readily for HS-β, hence its more limited
424 ability to form fibrils.

425 ■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
426 (1) In this study, we analyzed the structural flexibilities of HS-
427 and HE-type chameleon sequences. Chameleon sequences can
428 produce α-helix or a β-sheet conformers, but no one conformer
429 is formed predominately. The chameleon peptides thus behave
430 in a manner akin to intrinsically disordered proteins, which
431 populate relatively large volumes of conformational space but
432 can form stable secondary structure elements under the right
433 conditions. These conditions include the presence of flanking
434 residues with strong α-helix or β-sheet propensities. The
435 neutral folding tendencies of a chameleon sequence allow the
436 allosteric effects of flanking residues to dictate the structural
437 evolution and the overall folding pathway of a protein.
438 (2) We show by IM-MS and microscopy imaging that HS-α
439 has a strong propensity to form higher order aggregates and
440 fibrils, suggesting α-helices can facilitate (nucleate) aggregation.
441 Interestingly, the β-hairpin HS-β does not favor fibril formation.
442 The fibrils observed after a two-week incubation may be due to
443 the very small population of HS-β α-helix that initiates
444 aggregation, or to a slower secondary aggregation pathway
445 involving the β-hairpins. One might naively have expected that
446 the β-favoring sequences would be more aggregation prone
447 than the α-helical favoring sequences, but this is not the case,
448 highlighting the challenges associated with attempting to
449 predict aggregation propensities based on secondary structure
450 propensity scales alone. We have identified in this work a novel
451 aggregating sequence, showing that helical structure can induce
452 formation of β-rich aggregates11 and that judiciously chosen
453 single point mutations in flanking sequences can bias secondary
454 structure formation and thereby aggregation properties.
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